
 

How to handle wildlife in your yard
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I heard a local story of a man who, in his excitement to kill a rattlesnake,
used the only thing he had available—his thermos bottle. The next scene
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in this drama has the man in the hospital receiving anti-venom to treat a
snake bite.

Encounters with wildlife are becoming more common in towns and
neighborhoods as urbanization increases, and people often do not know
what to do in these situations. Many species of urban wildlife, such as
butterflies, bees, beetles, lizards, bats and most birds, are benign or even
beneficial, helping to control mosquitoes, pollinate flowers and trees,
recycle nutrients, and provide many other hidden ecological services.

But there can be also some associated health concerns, as some species
bring the risk of parasites or disease. For example, some snakes like
rattlesnakes or copperheads can be venomous. Habitat loss to
fragmentation, urbanization and expanding agricultural production
means suburban and urban spaces will increasingly become options for
wildlife searching for new homes. It is not just snakes, but also coyotes,
foxes, raccoons, deer and even bears.

As a wildlife biologist and extension educator, my job is to help people
more fully understand wildlife for the betterment of both people and 
animals. People generally enjoy wildlife. Renowned ecologist E. O.
Wilson coined the term "Biophilia" (meaning "life fondness") to
describe this seemingly inherent affinity humans have for natural life.
Rather than being too friendly or overly fearful, people should be aware
and respectful of wildlife that may be in their neighborhood.

What about those snakes?

Many people—like the thermos-wielding man in the opening
story—may not realize that snakes are beneficial and that attacking them
with a dangerous tool, much less a thermos, is increasing the likelihood
that it will be scared and bite in self-defense. About 7,000 to 8,000
people are bitten each year by a venomous snake, but death from one is
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https://bioone.org/journals/Wildlife-Research/volume-42/issue-7/WR14229/Humanwildlife-interactions-in-urban-areas%E2%80%94a-review-of-conflicts/10.1071/WR14229.short
https://www.nps.gov/subjects/bats/benefits-of-bats.htm
https://www.jstor.org/stable/3809387?casa_token=K8VKBvyN_bgAAAAA:t4wZTz24KkPC-tJm5Zgis0U7W6AIaipGL4noHy9N809X8MgYqwR-azK-JnKHHYKd3hQUV7obRS78AnmH-dWYIPRaPAlsCp2og8LsDlXpjf3ZIUEs&seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents
https://www.jstor.org/stable/3809387?casa_token=K8VKBvyN_bgAAAAA:t4wZTz24KkPC-tJm5Zgis0U7W6AIaipGL4noHy9N809X8MgYqwR-azK-JnKHHYKd3hQUV7obRS78AnmH-dWYIPRaPAlsCp2og8LsDlXpjf3ZIUEs&seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0102261
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/nrcseprd1422028.pdf
https://cals.arizona.edu/pubs/adjunct/snr0704/snr07041f.pdf
https://phys.org/tags/animals/
https://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=GAO8BwAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PP6&dq=Kellert,+S.+R.+and+E.+O.+Wilson,+1995.+The+biophilia+hypothesis.+Island+Press&ots=plt8IED_vY&sig=ZfcB7ol5zGettJk4mmXFjVAkD0w#v=onepage&q=Kellert%2C%20S.%20R.%20and%20E.%20O.%20Wilson%2C%201995.%20The%20biophilia%20hypothesis.%20Island%20Press&f=false
http://ufwildlife.ifas.ufl.edu/venomous_snake_faqs.shtml
http://ufwildlife.ifas.ufl.edu/venomous_snake_faqs.shtml
https://phys.org/tags/snake/


 

very rare.

While they might not have the charisma of a panda or polar bear, snakes
serve an important role in the environment. They eat insect pests as well
as rodents that can serve as vectors for parasites and infectious diseases
like the plague that may be transmitted to humans. True, a venomous
snake hanging around the backyard would be a situation for concern. But
since only 20 of the estimated 127 species in North America are
venomous, the probability of encountering a venomous snake is pretty
low. Nevertheless, if a venomous snake does end up near a home,
wisdom calls for keeping children and pets away until professional help
arrives to remove the animal.
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https://www.britannica.com/animal/snake
https://www.cdc.gov/plague/index.html
https://cc4d3dc4-a-d6d9d6da-s-sites.googlegroups.com/a/irri.org/rodent-management/resources/journal-articles/books-and-book-chapters/ratsmiceandpeoplerodentbiologyandmanagement/rats%2CmicePages1-114.pdf?attachauth=ANoY7cr4-Jq8l0Vm2l2fhfLGgVkQc5itiu8qharSVuX3Uk02DRjS3ZnBhKNiAu3WS0D2MkZJVFOlm_44Axfhm_TffBhU-NYbU3C-w7HcrfrHwNU5kITuxiwmDnUWcBocAbny4eRE1NaDPFCgf9sWs0CTTUGLWkjyI5op4eO_kWf5vCUeoDzCbhyoy6svgwgVBWK04p17-RVn_fmmX___LmMG7YkWZFz2R3ZyGf8S71SrGSuXPCrB38lnlrGJwP0KU6xErxDvLV3vGgrYX5bxWzN218Mc7WvPN9L3yJWQX13T8Hh6mcyH8kBDS726L7Dn79T3XPGb67EeXtFimLpbcWvkXpMKnqTneZTH5QkF9sTXz47mHZiGO70%3-D&attredirects=0#page=12
https://www.pitt.edu/~mcs2/herp/SoNA.html
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Not-so-adorable raccoons

Most people aren't worried about a cute raccoon eating out of the cat's
outdoor food dish. However, that same animal could be a carrier for
rabies, parasites, influenza, salmonella or other pathogens that are issues
for people and household pets. Close proximity to people and pets is
discouraged for all wildlife species, even the cute ones.

What about other critters?

If wildlife such as coyotes, deer or foxes do appear in the yard, the best
option for a peaceful encounter is to give them space. When met by
people, most wild animals, if not habituated to humans, will either
escape the imminent danger humans pose or hunker down to hide until
the coast is clear for them to leave. It is when people move in
closer—whether intentionally to help or harm or accidentally through
unawareness—that a wild animal will feel the need to defend itself
physically. For the untrained person, it is always wisest to go inside and
wait it out.

Homeowners who don't want any furry or scaly visitors should be
mindful not to provide food or shelter. Secure outdoor trashcan lids,
scoop up spilled seed at birdfeeders, and remove outdoor pet food bowls
that may attract these creatures. Stacks of firewood and piles of yard
debris provide shelter to smaller critters, so if this is not your goal,
consider alternatives.
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https://www.deepdyve.com/lp/de-gruyter/management-of-raccoons-procyon-lotor-in-ontario-canada-do-human-E0ZXk0UpHY
https://www.deepdyve.com/lp/de-gruyter/management-of-raccoons-procyon-lotor-in-ontario-canada-do-human-E0ZXk0UpHY
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/1845179
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2634612/
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00039896.1975.10666788
https://www.aphis.usda.gov/publications/wildlife_damage/content/printable_version/fs_living_with_wildlife.pdf


 

In those instances where an unwanted guest does not move on, it is best
for all involved to contact local wildlife experts for assistance rather than
trying to handle the situation without help from those with proper
training. Not only will this avert any unwanted injuries to people or
animals, it will also prevent any unintentional violations of the state and
federal laws that protect most wildlife in the U.S.

What if you want some backyard wildlife?

Some folks want to create space for nature by offering the food, shelter
and water that animals are seeking. This option helps restore some of the
functions and services that natural ecosystems provide. Bird feeders,
pollinator plantings, (unchlorinated) water features, and native trees and
shrubs can be artfully incorporated into landscaping to provide beauty
and supply backyard habitats. This is supplemental support and is
different from caring for wild animals as if they were domesticated.
Deliberately feeding animals like squirrels, deer or raccoons can create a
hazardous situation for people and wildlife, leading to increased risk of
negative encounters, disease and harm. This practice is not supported or
encouraged by professional wildlife biologists.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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